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1 Introduction
The link between environmental policy and economic performance is a controversial issue.
Some people argue that socie[y faces a trade-off between economic growth and a better quality of
the environment. Others, in contrast, maintain that a more ambitious envirorunental policy is a
necessary condition for sustainable economic growth. In this connection, environmental taxes seem
to be a particularly attractive instrument to enhance environmental quality without seriously
damaging growth prospects. In particular, by increasing taxes on dirty activities and using the
revenues to cut distortionary taxes on income, governments may be able to reap a'double
dividend', namely, not only a cleaner environment but also a less distoRionary tax system, thereby
stimulating economic growth. The literature has explored the double dividend issue only in a static
framework (see e.g. Bovenberg and Van der Ploeg (1993), Bovenberg and De Mooij (1993)). We,
in contrast, explore the link between environmental externalities and distortionary taxes in a
dynamic model of endogenous growth.
Our paper is also closely related to the literature on pollution and long-term growth (see
e.g. Bovenberg and Smulders (1993), Den Butter and Hofkes (1993), Gradus and Smulders
and
(1993a,b), Ligthart and Van der Ploeg (1993), Hofkes (1993), Van Marrewijk, Van der Plceg
and
Verbeek (1993), Verbeek (1993)). This literature focuses on optimal environmental policies
Our
analysis
in
a
decentralized
economy.
explores how the social optimum can be sustained
departs from this first-best world in two major ways. First, public policy is not necessarily
a
optimal. ln particular, we explore the consequences of a reform of the tax system, starting from
with
sub-optimal initial equilibrium. Second, in addition to market failures associated
environmental externalities, we allow for tax distortions due to the absence of lump-sum taxation.
Hence, the interaction between environmental ezternalities and distortionary taxes is explored in a
second-best

world.

In

this

connection,

we

not only

investigate the consequences

of an

optimal
environmental tax reform but also show how, in the presence of distortionary taxes, the
environmental tax deviates from the Pigovian taz.
conditions are met. First,
Wc tind that an envirunmental tax reform reduces growth if two
should be small compared
the pusitive cxternality of a better environmcntal yuality on productivity
production.
Second, substitution
a
rival
input
into
to the production elasticity of pollutíon as
conditions
are met, the
In these two
between pollution and other inputs should be rather easy.
and economic growth. If substitution
governtnent faces a trade-off between environmental care
pollution taxes are less powerful in cutting
between pollution and other inputs is difficult,
more effective device to tax the quasi-rents from
pollution. At the same time, however, they are a
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pollution, thereby generating revenues to reduce the distortionary tax on output.
Accordingly, an
environmental tax reform may raise growth by improving the efficiency of the
tax system as a
revenue raising device. A double dividend may emerge also if
[he production externality is
rclatively large.
In a second-best world with distortionary taxes, the optimal environmental
tax generally
devia[es from the Pigovian tax. We show that the uptimal environmental tax
lies below the
Pigovian level if substitution between pollution and capital is
relatively easy. However, if
substitution is more difficult, the optimal pollution tax may exceed the Pigovian
level, but only if
environmental amenities are small.
We explore also the growth impact of alternative instruments of environmental
policy. In
particular, we compare the effects of pollution taxes with environmental policy instruments
that do
not charge any price for pollution, such as freely issued pollution
permits. We demonstrate that,
compared to freely issuecf pollution permits, pollution taxes benefit
growth if other inputs are poor
substitutes for pollution. In that case, the base of pollution taxes is
relatively inelastic so that
pollution [axes are relatively efficient instruments for raising revenues.
However, if pollution is
easily replaced by other inputs, pollution taxes are worse for growth than
freely issuing pollution
permits. Intuitively, with easy substitution, pollution taxes are a relatively inefficient
instrument to
raise revenues because they generate a large negative impact on the
after-tax return to investment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the model. Section 3
explores the effects of various policy measures on growth, environmental quality, and
welfare for
thc casc of a Cobb-Douglas pmduction function. 'llte casc with small
substitution possíhilitics
between capital and pollution is investigated in Section 4. Section 5 discusses
the effects of
environmental policy instruments that do not charge a price for pollution. Finally,
sec[ion 6
concludes.

2 The model
This section presents the dynamic model for a closed economy.
"fhe mocJcl eyuations erc containcd
in table L Notation is explained at the end of the table.
Subsection 2.1 elaborates the structure ul
the model, while subsection 2.2. discusses the
Iinearized model.
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2.1 Structure of the model
ProduMion function
By using production technology (L l), firms combine four factors of production to produce
output (Y) (see figure 1). On the one hand, physical capital (K) and productive government
spending (S), which can be thought of as infrastructure, are combined to produce an intermediate
input, iVt. The function m(K,S) exhibits constant returns to scale with cespect te the two :npuis.
On the other hand, by combining pollution (P)' and abatement (A), firms produce intermediate
input, N. The function n(A,P) features constant returns with respect to abatement which, in
contras[ to pollution, is growing on a balanced growth path (see below). Combining the two
intermediate inputs, N and M, by using a CRS production function, firms produce intermediate
output. Together with the services from the environment (E), this intermediate output yields actual
output (Y).2
For balanced growth to be feasible, the production function needs to meet a number of
restrictions. First, the production function should exhibit constant returns with respect to the
growing inputs:'

(2.1)

Here S, fi and y are the production elasticities of the growing inputs S, K and A, respectively.

The second condition for balanced growth is that the production elasticities of the various
inputs at the left hand side (LHS) of (2. I) as well as the production elasticity of pollution (~ Y)
remain constant over time. This imposes restrictions on the substitution possibilities between the
various inputs. In particular, on a sustainable growth path the flow of pollution (P) is constant
whilc ahatement grows at the same rate as output. In the face of these diverging growth rates, the
if the
production elasticities of pollution and abatement (i.e. ay and y) remain constant only
input, A, equals
elasticity of substitution between the non-growing ínput, P, and the growing

costs. Emissions are
~ Pulluuon can he imeTreted a. a Polluting input with unlimiteJ supply and zero extraction
proponional ~i the use of this input.
of the environnxm. At the same dme, the environment, E,
' Pollutiuu. P, can Ix vicweJ as the ertractive, rival use
inpul imo pnxluctiun.
yielJs nim-extractive, non-rival services :a an
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unity. In particular, if substitution would be too easy (i.e. the substitution
elasticity 1 1), the
production elasticity of pollution would approach zero as the growing input,
abatement, would
crowd out the non-growing input, pollution. If substitution wuuld be too
difficult (i.e. the
substitution elasticity C I), in contrast, the production elasticity of abatement
would go [o zero
because the marginal product of abatement would fall substantially as the
abatement-pollution ratio
rises. For the same reasons, the elasticity of substitution between intermediate output,
which
grows on the balanced growth path, and the quality of the environment, which
remains constant,
should eyual unity. Finally, the substitution elasticity between K and S, denoted by
a,,,, as wcll as
the substitutiun elasticity betwcen M and N, denoted by oY, should
be constant. However, thesc
elasticities are allowed to differ from unity as the arguments in m and f(i.e. K, S and M, N,
respectively) grow at the same constant rate. Consequently, the ratios K~S and
MIN, which
determine the production elasticities, are fixed on the balanced growth path.
Firm bchavior
The model describes a decentralized economy. A represen[ative firm
maximizes its value
(1.2) with respect to abatement, pollution and investment. It ignores the
environmental production
externality. The value of the lirm amounts to the present valuc of all futurc
dividends, represenled
by (L3). TY stands for a tax on output, T, represents an abatement subsidy
and To denotes a
pollution tax. The interest rate, denoted by r, is constant on a balanced growth path.
q in (1.4) is
defined as the value of the firm per unit of capital. We abstract
from depreciation of capital.
Hence, the accumulation of capital (K) equals gross investment (1) (see (1.5)).
Profits in (1.6) are
defined as dividends plus investment minus capital costs. Solving the maximization
problem of the
Grm, we find the implicit demand equations for private inputs (L7), (L8)
and (L9).' These
expressions reveal that tirms equalize the marginal productivity of private
inputs to their
respective producer prices.`

a Productive govemment spending, S, is a public input anJ is determined by the
puvermnern.
S The valuc of the firm per unit of wpital, y, wn be wri(lcn
ati: y- I~~ ~Y --~- , y ~huuld In; lart!c~ ihau
unity tu rule out negative firm protit.c (i.e. sw
p
r~
-(I - Tr)(b - ay) ~ 0). This reyuires
thet the pnductiun elasticity ul
pollution at the tirm level (ay) should not exceed the
praluction elasticity of puhlic investmem (b).
Since pnkluctiun
feamres constant retums with respea to the
growing inpu[s, S, A and K(see (2.1)), the ntm-ncgetivity
conditinn ti~r proliil
guarantees that the production function dues
not exhibit increasing returns with respea ~t the 'private'
inputs
Y. A and K.
Merger across firms is thus not beneficial and a
competitive equilibrium can tx sustained. In eyuilibrium,
potiitive prutin
can czist due to the presence of a fixed factor
in production (e.g. land, know how, mxnagerial
talent~.
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Household Behavior
A representative household maximizes an intertemporal utility function (L 10) subject to a
dynamic budget constraínt (l. I I). Three arguments enter instantaneous utility: private consumption
(C), non-productive government services (G), and the quality of the environment (E) (see figure
2). To ensure that growth is balanced, sub-utility H(C,G) in (L 10) is homothetic. Moreover, the
substitution elasticity between lhe growing variable, H, and the quality of the environment, E,
must be unity to ensure that sustainable growth is optimal. Maximizing household utility subject to
the household budget constraint, we find Keynes-Ramsey rule (L 12).6

Goverrtment
The goverttment hudget is balanced according to (1.13). The government does not issue
public debt and raises revenues by adopting a tax on output (TY) and a tax on pollution (Tp). The
revenues are used to finance three types of government spending: public investment (S), public
consumptíon ( G) and abatement subsidies ( T,). The government balances its budget at each point
in time by adjusting the tax rate on output.

Environmental Quality
Relation (L 14) formalizes the inverse relationship between the quality of the environment
and the flow of pollution.' Environmental quality is assumed to be above a certain ecological
that
threshold level in the initial equilibrium. Furthermore, we assume that IimP.,, j[e(P)] - 0, so
pollution should remain bounded for produc[ion to remain possible. Hence, on a balanced growth
path, pollution cannot grow at a positive rate.

Walras Law: equilibrium conditions and budget constraints
The model describes a closed economy. The equilibrium condition on the goods rnarket
firm value,
(f.15) can be found by combining (1.2), (L3), (L4), (L5), (1.11) and (1.13) for the

This condition
" Fur the str.[JV sune u~ Ix mc:minglul, the cunsumption share ot output shoulJ be non-negative.
-(r - rz)s~q.
we
Jerive:
s~
anJ
using
the
fact
thal;
xsr,
DiviJing
(1.111
by
Y
ensures also [hat utility is hiwndeJ.
condition restricts the rate of time preference (0) and
Hence, the growth rate. x, shoulJ not ezceeJ the interest rate. This
(1.12), we find that a non-negative consumption
the intertempural elasticity of substitution ( o). In particular, by using
possibilities canrwt be too large, especially
share requires that: 8o a(1 - o)r z 0. Hence, the in[ertemporal substitution
if the rnte of time prekrence is small.
a stcek rather than as a tlnw (see e.g. liovenberg
~ Altematively, the quality uf the environment could be modelleJ as
substantially as it would imply a second state variable,
the
model
this
wnulJ
complicate
(1993)).
However,
and SmulJers
qualitative steady-state results Jo ncx change if a stock,
[hereby intmJucing transitiunal Jynamics. More importantly, the
anJ SmulJers (1993b)). Hence, if one is interested in longeffects
(see
Gradus
Jeterniines
the
external
than
a
Oow,
rather
generality.
temt cffects. the assumption o( a tlow of pollution involves no loss of

tí
dividcnds, y, investment, thc household budget constraint and the government budget constraint,
respectively.
Sustainable Balanced Growth
Most variables in the economy grow endogenously at the same constant rate.
This
situation is known as balanced economic growth. Growth is also sustainable
because pollution and,
therefore, environmental quality remain constant on the balanced growth path.
In order to keep
pollution from growing, the pollution tax grows at the same ra[e as output (Y)
and the other
inputs (K,A and S). Transitional dynamics in [he model are absent. Hence, after a
policy shock
the economy moves immediately towards a new steady state in which ratios between the
growing
variables remain constant.

2.2 Linearized model
To solve the model, we log-linearize it around a steady state. Appendix A
derives the loglinearized factor demand equations.

Table II contains the log-linearized model. Notation is
explained at the end of the table. A tilde (-) denotes a relative
change, unless indicated
otherwise. Relative changes in the growing variables are presented relative to
the relative change
in the capital stock and are presented as lower case variables. Hence, they
represent relative
changes of variables as a ratio of the capital stock (which is initially predetermined).
Inputs into production
Expression (IL2) for pollu[ion reveals that a higher relative price of pollution induces
substitution towards other inputs. The strength of the substitution effect towards
either abatement
or capital depends on the magnitude of aY. In particular, if aY G 1, substitution
between the
intermediate factors M and N is difficult relative to substitu[ion between
A and P. In that case,
pollution and abatement are substitutes: a highcr price fi~r :,baterncnt
increases polluti~,u
However, if aY 1

1, pollution is not a gond suhstitutc Inr ah:dcnicnt c,nnlr.u~~l u, ~,rt,cr
~r,l~,r.
Therefore, a higher relative price for abatement lowen pollution.
P„Iluuon can be aflectcd al.u, f,y
public investment. In particular, lower public invexttnent raises
pullution if o,,, ~ nY. In that c:,sc,
pollution is a better substitute for public investment than capital.
T'he demand for abatement rises
with the level of pollution ( sec (11.3)). Furthermore,
an increase in the price of pollution in terms
of abatement induces substitu[ion away from pollution
towards abatement.

Growth and Consumption
Relations (I1.8) and (11.9) reveal that the economy grows faster if and only if the interest
rate increases. This is because a higher interest rate is associated with a higher after-tax return to
capital which stimulates savings and investment. According to (IL l0), consumption rises if the
value of the firm increases. Besides, consumption is affected by the income and intertemporal
substitution effects associated with changes in the interest rate. In particular, if the intertemporal
elasticity of substitution (a) exceeds unity, the intertemporal substitution effect dominates and
consumption declines on account of a higher interest rate.

Welfare
The welfare effects of small policy changes can be measured by the marginal ezcess
burden. It amounts to the transfer that needs to be provided to the household to keep utility, after
the policy shock, at its initial level. Hence, a negative value for the marginal excess burden
corresponds to a rise in welfare. The marginal excess burden, derived in appendix B as the
compenstating variation divided by consumption (i.e. ;~ - d~~C), amounts to:

l--LaY
á-s,~s
s~

s~

e~

t n ri]
r-n

-

-

e~ ]P
1-~r

-

TY Ta YLá t n n
]
1- Ta s~
r- n

L~ - SS]I8. n rz]
I-~r
s~
r-n

-

(2.2)

T
y n n
s~ r-n

AIl coefficients at the RHS of (2.2) represent wedges between the marginal social costs
and the marginal social benefits of an activity. [f benefits exceed costs at the margin, an increase
only
in such activity enhances welfare." For the growing variables A, S, G and K we see that not
changes
the
present
value
of
future
changes in current levels matter for welfare, but also
(indicatcd hv thr ch:ml;r in [hr gruwth rate).
in pollution,
1'he tïrst tcnn at the RIIS of (2.?) stands for the welfare effect of a change
pollution exerts a
which is a non-growing variable. First, as a private input into production,
quality,
worsening
environmental
Second,
by
positive effect on output which is represented by ay.
overall
effect
on
by en. The
pollution impuses an adverse production externality, captured
effect of additional
productivity is positive only if ay - en ~ 0, i.e. if the positive output
negative
external (non-rival)
firm exceeds the
pollution as a rival input for the individual

(2.2) i. nut a reJucecl (orm.
x Nnte iha~ these ~enns rrpresern pahial wcllare e(tec~s as relatiun

x
pnxluclivity el7~cct of aggregate pollution.

Pinally, pullution yields

an advcrsc consumptiun

externality (see the second term between the first square brackets).
The second term at the RHS of (2.2) reveals that higher current or
future abatement
improves welfare if the output tax, which acts as an implicit tax
on abatement, exceeds the
abatement subsidy. Hence, more abatement benefits welfare only if it is taxed
on a net basis.
The partial welfare effect of higher public investment is captured
by the third term at the
RHS of (2.2). A rise in puhiic investment improves welfare if the prcxluctivity
effect of puhlic
investment exceeds the share of public investment in output. This
condition implies that the
marginal product of public investment is larger than unity, i.e. dYldS ~ I or,
alternatively, that
the marginal social benefits, dY, exceed the marginal social cos[s,
dS.
The effect of higher current or future public consumption on welfare is represented
by the
fourth term at the RHS of (2.2). On the one hand, higher public
consump[ion increases welfare on
account of its effect on household utility. On the other hand, public
spending crowds out private
income as it is financed through taxation.
A higher growth ratc affects welfare if a particular growing variahle
features a gap
between its marginal social costs and -benefits. In particular, the last term
at the RHS of (2.2)
represents the welfare impact of capital accumulation. The tax on output drives a
wedge between.
on the one hand, the before-tax return to capital (which stands for the
marginal social benefits of
capital accumulation) and, on the other hand, the after-tax return to
capital (which measures the
marginal social costs of capital accumula[ion). Hence, if the output tax is
positive a higher rate of
capi[al accumulation improves welfare because [he benefi[s in terms of higher
future output exceed
the costs in terms of current consumption foregone.

3 Effects on growth, pollution and welfare
This section explores the economic, ecological and welfare effects rif
varir,us puhcies In
particular, we examine the effects of higher pollution taxes
and abatement subsidies. We explorc
also how changes in productive- and non-productive
government spcnding affect the stcady statc.
Appendix C solves the model from table 11 for
the special case that a,,, - o~. - a'. This section
discusses the results for a Cobb-Douglas production
function (i.e. am - a, - 1). Subsection 3.1
explores the effects on pollution and growth. The welfare
effects are investigated in subsection
3.2. Section 4 examines the more general case
where ay and o,,, are allowed to differ from unity.
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3.1 Effects on growth and environment
The reduced-form equations for the interest rate and the growth rate are given by:
r - Q (YK

(3.1)

- BK)

r 1 (Yr
- BY)
r-8 ~

where

~- p.( S- sp) t( e q- a y)- s8 ~ 0-9

(3.2)

The

term

at

the

RHS

of

(3.1)

represents lhe effect of policy changes on the after-tax return to capital. The first term is called
the 'productivity effect' and determines [he effect on the before-tax (or gross) marginal product of
capital:

YK- -(~Y -cn)rp' YT„' Ss

(3.3)

According to (3.2), a positive productivity effect boos[s the growth rate. The second term
at the RHS of ( 3.1) represents the so-called ' public burden effect' and is defined as:

BK - sa T t ss s t s8 g

(3.4)

By raising the tax on output, a larger public burden reduces the after-tax marginal product
of capital, thereby harming growth (see 3.2).
The solutions for pollution and abatement look as follows:

j'

t~ '

~ (Y~

(3.5)

income that flows ~i h,wu:holJs. [t cnnsists ol
9 The determinant. A, can be interpreted as the fraction of national
aapital stock (IS). The second term (i.e. ó-sJ
the
privately
owned
income
from
four elements. The first term índicates
(i.e.
Fq-ay)
amounts ro the net benefits from a lower
investment.
The
third
term
from
public
represents net private benetits
privale income aimed at finartcing public
public
claím
on
stands
for
the
tinal
term
(i.e.
s,)
level of pollWion. The
conswnption.
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á- á t é(Yx-Bx)

(3.6)

The reduced-form for the output tax is given by:

Tr - - (SS ' Sg~ ~ Yx

}

~a ' g ' (En - aY)) Ó Bx

(3.7)

The first term at the RHS of (3.7) reveals that, by expanding the tax base (i.e. s, f s~),
productivity gains allow for a reduction in the output tax. The second term indicates that a larger
public sector, associated with a larger public burden, requires a rise in TY.
We

now explore how each of the four exogenous policy variables affects the two

dividends, namely, the growth rate and the quality of the environment.

Pollution taxes
Expression (3.5) reveals that a pollution tax exerts two effects on pollution.

First,

pollution decreases proportionally due to input substitution (i.e. the first term at the RHS of
(3.5)). Hence, [he composition of economic activity becomes cleaner. Second, changes in the
growth rate affect pollution (see (3.2) and (3.3)). On account of this growth effect, the leve! of
economic activity changes. Whether a higher pollution tax raises or reduces the growth rate
depends on the difference between, on the one hand, the production elasticity of pollution, a y,
and, on the other hand, the environmental externality in production, e, multiplied by the elasticity
that measures the effect of pollution on environmental quality, ,t (see (3.3)). In particular, if
a y - et) - 0, a higher pollution tax yields no aggregate productivity effect because the negative
effect of lower pollution on the before-tax return to capital ( a y) ix exactly offset by the posítive
effect on that return of a better environmental yuality I,-~ J. In thi.~ case, thc enduE~ucnus iax r,~tc
on output, T,., remains unaffected (see (3.7)). The reason is that the higher pollution tax
does nni
yield any additional public revenues: the slope of the I.affer curvc is zcrn Sincc hoth
thc hcGuc
tax return and the output [ax are unaffected, the after-tax return to capital, and
hence growlh,,cko
remain unchanged. If ay - eq ~ 0, higher pollution taxes reduce the growth rate
because the
adverse input effect of lower pollution dominates the favourable
externality effect, thereby
reducing the before-tax return to capital. In this case, the Laffer curve for
pollution taxes is
downward slooping. Consequently, the government requires a higher tax rate on
output in order to
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meet its revenue constraint. If ~y - E~ ~ p, higher pollution taxes raise the before- and after[ax returns to capital and thus stimulate economic growth, thereby allowing for a reduction in the
tax rate on output. This result suggests that employing pollution taxes may yield a double dividend
if the environmental externality is large. In that case, higher pollution taxes do not only improve
the quality of the environment, but also raise tax revenues and boost economic growth. Previous
analysis of the double dividend issue (see e.g. Bovenberg and De Mooij ( 1993) and Bovenberg
and Van der Ploeg (1993)) have abstracted from production externalïties ( i.e. en - 0). In that
case, a higher pollution tax always implies a net burden on the production sector and thus does
not yield a double dividend (as ay 1 0).

Abatement subsidies
In

practice,

governments

implementing pollution taxes

face

Therefore,

serious

political

and

administrative

obstacles

in

they often employ alternative instruments, such as

subsidies. In our model, suhsidies on abatement have two effects on the demand for abatement.
On the one hand, they increase the demand for abatement by a proportional amount (see (3.6)).
On the other hand, [hey raise abatement through a higher growth rate. The growth effect depends
on the difference between, on the one hand, the productivity effect of abatement subsidies in (3.3)
and, on the other hand, the public burden effect in (3.4). This difference can be rewritten as:

(Y - Sa)T -

T - T
ly á YT

(3.8)

A marginal increase in [he abatement subsidy boosts economic growth only if the initial
abatement subsidy is smaller than the output tax, which acts as an implicit tax on abatement.
Accordingly, abatement raises the growth rate only if it is taxed rather than subsídized on a net
basis. The effect of abatement subsidies on pollution is determined solely by their consequences
tiir gruwth (sce (3.5) and (3.~))- Hcnce. abatement subsidies improve the environment only if they
harm growth so that they never yield a double dividend.

Public spending
the before-tax return
Public invesnnent, on the one hand, stimulates growth as it increases
public burden on the private sector, thereby
to capital (see (3.3)). On the other hand, it raises the
Public investment reduces
reducing the after-tax return to capital and hence growth (see (3.4)).
double dividend. More public
pollution only if it harms growth. Hence, it never produces a
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consumption always

reduces

both the

growth

rate

and

pollution;

it does

not raise

gross

pnxluctivity but reduces the aller-tax marginal product of capital through a higher output tax.

3.2 Welfare effects
Armed with the economic and ecological effects, we now turn to the effects on welfare,
defined by the marginal excess burden in (2.2). By substituting the reduced-form equations for
growth, pollution and abatement from (3.2), (3.5) and (3.6) into (2.2), we derive the following
solution for [he marginal excess burden:

~,--

1~~8-

- E~
1
lE~ro- I s`}s'
s
1~l Q(YX-Bx)
~

7t
r
T- ó Y}
r- a r- 6 [ 1- T s~

g- sa t
t~
( 1-~r
s~

Sg
s~ )

} Tp
s~

(3.9)

1
~ ~ ( YK -

The first two ternis at the RHS of (3.9) capture the direct welfare effects of changes in
public consumption and changes in environmental amenities due to pollution taxes. Apart from
these direct effects, policies that raise the afrer-tax return to capital (i.e. yx - gK ~ p) affect
social welfare through their impact on household income, environmental amenities and growth. In
particular, the third term at the RHS of (3.9) reveals that, on the one hand, a higher after-tax
return to capital raises househould income available for consumption and savings (first term
between square brackets). On the other hand, a higher afrer-tax return implies more production
and, therefore, more pollution. This hamts welfare through the environmental amenity effect
(second term between square brackets). The fourth term at the RHS of (3.9) reveals that a higher
after-tax return to capital impacts welfare by raising the growth rate (see (3.2)). This effect
depends on the wedges between the marginal social costs and -benefits of the growing variables
(i.e. A, S, G, and K respectively). The overatl effect uf a highcr aftcr tax ruurn t~~ capilal ~m
welfare is assumed to be positive (i.e. the environmental amenity effect ts dominated by thc
income effect and the growth effect).

Pollution taxes
"fhe effect of higher pullution taxes on welfare dcpeuds on thc diflcrencc hetwecn, ~m thc
one hand, the direct amenity effect of lower pollution as indicated by the second term at the KIIS
of (3.9) and, on the other hand, the social value of the change in the after-tax
return to capital
(i.e. Ihc third and four[h tenns at the RHS of (3.9)). tf a lower pullution level raises
the after-tax
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return to capital (i.e. e y - e q ~ 0), higher taxes on pollution always improve welfare as
yield a double dividend: they enhance both environmental amenities and productivity and,
production
therefore, growth. [f, however, the production externality (en) is smaller than the
elasticity ( ay ), higher pollution taxes reduce the after-tax retum to capital. In that case, a tradehand, higher
off exists between, on the one hand, lower economic growth and, on the other
environmental amenities.

Public Consumption
one hand, it
Higher public consumption exerts two distinct effects on welfare. On the
hand,
it raises the
function.
On
the
other
increases welfare because it is an argument of the utility
hence growth. However,
public burden, which negatively affects the after-tax return to capital and
effect
on
growth
is less detrimental
values,
this
adverse
in the presence of environmental amenity
This
result resembles
to social welfare as compared to the case without environmental amenities.
weight of envirotunental
that of Ligthart and Van der Plceg (1993), who show that an increased
amenity in utility reduces the marginal costs of public funds.

Optimal pollution tax

the

Pigovian tax which fully internalizes
In a first-best world, the optimal pollution tax is Ihe
environmental externalities in production and consumption (see (2.2)):

ay -eq
s~

E~
1 - lV

-0

(3.10)

not have access to lumpOur model is not first-best. In particular, the government does
in this second-best world, the
sum taxation to finance its public goods. We investigate whether,
tax at its Pigovian level. To that end, we
gavrrnment aill tinds it uptimal to set the environmental
pollution tax away from its Pigovian level.
cxplore Ihc N'lllarl' l'IIl'l'tti OI a Inalglnitl change in the
abstract from an abatement distortion, i.e.
Hence. ( 3.Ill) holds in the ini[ial eyuilibrium. We
arrive at:
that T~ - s - g- 0. Substituting (3.10) into (2.2), we
T~ - Tq - p, and assume

s
j~ - - ~ n ( ( ó - S~ ) t ( 1 - ~
r-a
s~

- sa) . TYa l n

(3.11)

level affects welfare by impacting the
Hence, raising the pollution tax above its Pigovian
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growth rate. At the Pigovian tax, the production elasticity of pollution excecds
the environmental
externality in production if environmental amenities are positive (i.e.

~Y - eTt
s~

-

e~
1 - ~r

~ 0

see (3.10)). Hence, a higher pollution tax reduces the growth rate
(see (32)). Intuitively, by
internalizing Ihe consumption externality of pollution, environmental taxes
reduce the productivity
of capital and, therefore, harm growth. This affects welfare if either public
investment, public
consumption or private capital features a gap between its marginal social costs
and - benefits. In
particular, if public consumption or public investment is below its social optimum
(i.e. S- s, ~ 0
or

~r s
~- s8 ~ 0),
1 - ~r

a

lower

growth

rate

harms welfare

on account

of this

distortion.

Furthermore, the government needs to adopt distortionary taxes on output
to finance public
spending. This implies a wedge between the marginal social costs and -benefits
of capital
accumulation. Hence, a higher growth rate improves welfare due to the absence of
lump sum
taxation. On balance, a lower growth rate reduces welfare if profits
and public consumption are
positive. "'
These results demonstrate

that pollution taxes aimed at in[ernalizing environmental
as a side effect, either alleviate or exacerbate existing
distortions in the
economy. Indeed, in a second-best world, the optimal tax on pollution
differs from its first-best
externalities may,

level. In particular, in the absence of an aba[ement distortion, the optimal
pollution tax lies below
the Pigovian level. Bovenberg and De Mooij (1994a) reach similar conclusions
when exploring the
interaction between environmental and labor-market distortions. They argue
that the optimal
pollution tax lies below its Pigovian level because pollution taxes exacerbate the
distortion in the
labor market.

4 Tax Shiftine
Section

3 assumed a Cobb-Douglas production function. In that
particular casc,
substitution from pollution towards physical capital is relatively easy.
Hcnce, a pollution tax iti a
rather effective instrument to cut pollution through InpUt
SUbStItUU(In. HowCVCr, [I7L' large drop in

~'~ More spec:itically, by u.ing the relntions between the
shares ar the end ot table 11, we can rewrite the tenn
between
s,-x,) f T,8 y! ,
y- ~ 0. Itence, lower Fruwth
hnrm. wclLuc d~
;
4
t ~V
prutíts
syuare hrnckets in (3.1I) as: Ió-~1 t t ~ ~

are strictly txnitive ( i.e. y ~ I) ur i(the guvernment provides puhlic
cunwmption scrvice. (i.e. tl~Ul.
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pollution implies that the base of the pollution tax erodes substantially. Hence, the pollution tax is
not successful in raising revenues so that the distortionary tax on output can hardly be reduced.
Indeed, if the growth rate declines, the tax rate on output even needs to be increased (see (3.7)).
This section allows the substitution elasticities aY and o,~ to be smaller than unity. Accordingly,
pollution taxes imply less factor substitution and thus are more effective as a revenue-raising
device. Moreover, compared to capital, abatement is a better substitute for pollution. This dces
better justice to [he term `abatement'. We restrict our analysis to the case that a,,, - aY - á and
concentrate on the effects of pollution taxes. To simplify, we abstract from an initial abatement
distortion, i.e. T, - TY.

Pollution
Asswning that s- 8 - T - 0, the reduced form equation for pollution looks as follows
(see appendix C):

-

where

[ 1

(1 -a')(1 -T~(1 - y) rx ] ~
Q,
v

a'(rxY - En) t
v
0.

(4.t)

e' - e . (1 -o')[ay - en t (1 - T)a] ~ 0

N
If á - l, (4.1) reduces [o (3.5). If substitution between the intet~rtediate factors M and
less
becomes more difficult, pollution taxes are less effective in cutting pollution as they induce
always
reveals
that
pollution
taxes
substitution from pollution towards capital. Nevertheless, (4.1)
reduce pollution, even if á approaches zero.

Growth
The growth rate is given by (see appendix C):

~ S,n - (aY -En)P
a

' Sww

(4.2)

is affected by two factors, namely,
This expression reveals that the growth performance
borne by the production sector (i.e. the first term at the
first, the net costs of environmental policy
by profits (i.e. the second term at the
RHS of (4.2)), and, second, the part of the costs borne
policy, which is associated with a decline in
right-hand side of (4.2)). A tighter environmental
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pollution, generates an adverse impact on growth if a lower pollution Ievel implies a net burden
on the production sector. This is the case if ay - en 1 0, i.e. if the negative output
effect of a
reduction in pollution as a private rival input exceeds the positive effects associated with
less
adverse production externalities ( see also section 3). The second term at the RHS of (4.2)
indicates the effect of shifting the tax burden away from the after-tax return towards profits. In
particular, lower profits produce a higher growth rate. In[uitively, taxing away a larger share of
profit income creates room to cut the distortionary tax rate on output, thereby raising the return
on capital accumulation.

The reduced form equation for profits is given by:

s
sww - - -(~Y-E~)~P

e'

(1-a')(1-T)[tty-etl
t rs a]
r
k
aY~P

-

o~

(4.3)

The first term at the RHS of (4.3) represents the effect of input substitution. It reveals
that, through this channel, profits share in the burden of environmental policy on the production
sector. In particular, pollution taxes harm profits if the adverse pollution externalities on
production are small compared to the input share of pollution as a rival input (i.e. ay - en ~ 0).
The second term at the RHS of (4.3) shows the effect of shifting the tax burden away from the
after-tax return on investment towards profits." [f d C

l, the tax shifting effec[ causes the

replacement of [he output taxes by pollution taxes to raise the return on investment by reducing
profits, thereby boosting growth. The overall effect on growth is positive is the aggregate
burden
of environmental policy on the production sector is small (i.e. (Qy - E~)p is small) and a large
share of this burden can be shifted unto profits (i.e. ~;, is large and negative). By substituting (4. I)
and (4.3) into (4.2), we derive the following condition for pollution taxes to boost growth:

ay - En
a

~

(1-o")(I

T)aY

(4.4~

The LHS of (4.4) represents the net burden of less pollution on the
production sector. hi
particular, if ay - erl 1 0, a decline in pollution hurts the
procuction sector. The parameter ~

~t Protits can he maintained in cyuilibrium due to the
presence of a fixed (actor in production which constitutes a
barrier fix new firms to enter the markri.
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determines how effective pollution taxes are in cutting pollution. In particular, if a is large,
pollution is an important factor of production relative to abatement ( i.e. ary is large relative to ry).
In that case, substantially lowering pollution is not attractive for firms as the marginal product of
pollution is very sensitive to the flow of pollution.12
The RHS of (4.4) shows the benefits of pollution taxes in terms of shifting the tax burden
away from the return on investment towards profits. If à- l, the pollution tax and output tax
imply the same relative burden on profits and the return nn capital accumulation. Hence, an
ecological tax refotm dces not imply a shift toward non-distortionary lump sum taxation of
profits. Accordingly, the tax shifting effect exerts no positive effect on growth. If á

G

1,

however, compared to the output tax, the pollution tax is more effective in raising revenues
without depressing the return to investment. The reason is that the [ax on pollution is a more
effective instrument to tax away profits ( and the quasi-rents from pollu[ion, in particular). Thus,
compared to an output tax, a pollution tax incorporates a more important lump sum element.
Accordingly, by using the revenues from the pollution tax to cut the distortionary tax on output,
the govertunent shifts the tax burden away from the return on investment towards profits, thereby
boosting growth.
On balance, an environmental tax reform produces a double dividend by improving the
environment and stimulating growth if the positive effect of tax shifring ( which allows for a
reduction in the wedge between the before- and after-tax return to capital) dominates the negative
in the
effect of input substitution on gross productivity associated with more public consumption
find that, if an
form of more environmental amenities. Also Bovenberg and Van der Plceg ( 1993)
rents
from a fixed
labur
towards
the
environmental tax reform shifts the burden uf taxation from
factor in production, it may boost employment. Similarly, Bovenberg and De Mooij (1993)
demonstrated that envirottmental taxes can yield a double dividend, by expanding employment and
improving the environment, if the burden of the public sector is shifted from workers towards
transfer recipients.

Optimal pollution tax
optimal pollution tax is always
In sectiun 3 we found that, in the Cobb-Douglas case, the
amenities. The reason is that lowering the
below the Pigovian tax in the presence of environmental
growth
and, therefore, enhances welfare (see
pollution tax from the Pigovian level always boosts
raising the pollution tax from its
(3.11)). If substitution is more difficult, the welfare effect of

by a riu in the pollmion tax. Heru:e, the costs
~~ In the extreme case that a gces to infinity, pollution is na affected
are zero.
the
LHS
of
(4.4),
represented
by
pollution
taxes,
of

l8
Pigovian level continues to be represented by (3.1 l). Hence, poltution taxes impact welfare if
they
affect the growth rate. Contrary to the Cobb-Douglas case, pollution taxes may raise the growth
rate if à G 1, even if environmental amenitíes cause the production elasticity
to exceed the
production externality (i.e. ~y - Ey

-

E~ S~ 0). This is because raising pollution taxes
t - ~y

may improve the efficiency of taxation by shifting the tax burden from the return
on investment
towards profits. In particular, if environmental amenities are unimportant ( i.e. q~ is small),
a rise
in pollution taxes from the Pigovian level is most likely to stimulate growth and thus to
improve
welfare. Hence, the optimal tax on pollution exceeds the Pigovian level. Intuitively, in that case
additional environmental amenities are small ( i.e. pollution does not fall much if a'
is small) and
cheap (i.e. ~ small). At the same time, the pollution tax acts as an implicit lump
sum tax un
profits.

5 Pollution Permits
So far, we have focussed on financial instruments aimed at cutting pollution,
such as
pollution taxes and abatement subsidies. These insttvments charge a price for (the reamaining)
pollution. Hence, as shown in sec[ion 4, pollution taxes may, as a side effec[ from reducing
pollution, yield public revenues if substitution between pollution and other inputs is difficult
enough (i.e. if a' G I). !n that case, growth can be stimulated if the government uses these
revenues to cut [he distortionary tax on output. This section explores the conseyuences for growth
if the govertunent adopts environmental policy instruments that do not charge
a price for
pollution. In particular, we assume that the government exogenously detcrmines the
economy wide
level of pollution, P, by freely providing pollution pennits to existing firms.
Appendix D solves the model if the level of pollution is exogenous. We assume
that T, T, and s- g- á- p. Hence, we eoncentrate on the effects r,f a change in
the uwnher ~,I
pollution permits. Appendix D reveals that expression (4.2) for the growth rate
continues to hold.
Hence, a tighter environmental policy (i.e. p ~ p) reduces the
growth rate by depressing the
after-tax return to investment if two conditions are met. First, environmental
policy should impose
a net burden on the production sec[or (i.e. ay - erf ~ 0).
Second, this burden can not be shifted
to profits. With freely issued pollution permits, the reduced form
for profits is given by:
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(S.t)

paa (ay -erl)P

Expression (5.1) reveals that a reduction of the number of pollution permits reduces
protits if and only if environmental policy imposes a net burden on the production sector (i.e.
ay - ert 1 0). This condition differs from the corresponding condition for the case of pollution
taxes (i.e. expression (4.3)) if the substitution elasticïty, á, differs from unity. In particutar,
pollution taxes are more likely to reduce profits than freely issued pollution petmits if á G l.
[ntuitively, if firms can not easily replace pollution by other inputs, a large share of the burden of
pollution taxes is borne by profits. Hence, pollution taxes succeed in shifting the tax burden away
from the after-tax return [o investment towards profits.
The reduced form equation for the growth rate is found by substituting (5.1) into (4.2):

n -

r
1 (~y
-erl)P
r-g ~i

(5.2)

where p~- p,( 8- ss) - sg - A t( a y- e n). Expression (5.2) shows that a double
dividend (i.e. not only a lower level of pollution but also a higher rate of growth) occurs only if a
tighter environmental policy confers a net benefit to the production sector, i.e. if the fall in gross
productivity on account of less pollution as a rival input into production (ay) is dominated by the
boost in the gross productivity of capital on account of less adverse production externalities (e,l).
This condition generally differs from the corresponding condition (4.4) for the case in which the
goverttment adopts pollution taxes rather than freely issued pollution permits to cut pollution. The
tax
reason is that, in contrast to freely issued pollution permits, pollution taxes may shift the
hunlrn hrlwrrn pmlih :md Ihc aflrr-tax relurn.
This

difference

between

the

growth

performance

of

alternative

instruments

of

environment may affect
environmental policy reveals that the distribution of property rights of the
if the government owns the
not only the distribution of income but also growth. In particular,
that
raise
public revenues from the
property rights of the environment, it can adopt instruments
taxes or auctioned pollution permits.
sale of the publicly owned environment, e.g. environmental
pollu[ors, envirortmental policy instruments, such
However, if the property rights are assigned to
pollution permits, should be adopted that do not raise
as pollution standards or freely distributed
public revenucs.
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The

ease

with with

other

inputs

can

substitute

for

pollution

determines

whether

environmental policy instruments that change the price for pollution are more likely to enhance
growth than insttuments that do not. In particular, comparision of (4.4) and (5.2)
reveals that,
cornpared to freely issued pollu[ion permits, pollution laxes are more likely to enhance grow[h
if
a' G 1. Intuitively, if substitution possibilities are limited, pollution constitutes a relatively
inelastic tax base. Hence, pollution taxes are an attractive instrument [o raise revenues
because a
large part of the burden of [hese taxes is borne by profits rather than the after-tax return to
capital
accumulation.
If pollution can be easily replaced by other inputs (ie. a' ~ 1), freely issued pollution
permits are more likely to improve growth than pollution taxes. The reason is that,
with easy
substitution, the base of the pollution tax is relatively elastic. Accordingly, the pollution
tax is a
relatively inefficient device to raise revenues. In particular, the burden of the pollution tax
is
reFlec[ed mainly in a lower after-tax return to investment ra[her than in a lower profit level. Thus,
the revenues generatetJ by the pollution tax are relatively expensive in terms of a lower after-tax
return on investment. Indeed, for any given amount of revenues and given the environmental
objes[ive, the pollution tax hurts the after-tax retum to capital more than [he output tax because
the pollution tax is less effective in taxing away profi[s.
At the optimal level of pollution permits, the environmental benefits of a marginal
in pollution exceed private abatement costs if the environment yields
positive

reduction

environmental amenities (substitute (5.2) into (2.2) and use ~- 0):

aY -eq
s~

-

E~ ~ 0
1 - rV

(5.3)

Intuitively, in this secnnd hest world, incrcasing the environmental distortion (hy
raising
pollution above the Ievcl

whcrc envirmm~enlal bcncfils cyual :,halcmcm cutiltii ccduccti ilu.
distortion due to distortionary taxation. In particular, dititurtionary taxatiun implics
that ~ruwih ,ti
'too low:' an increase in growth yields a first-order i,nprovcmcm in wcllarc.
II' cuvirnnmcntal
damages of increased pollution equal private costs of
pollutiun abatemcnt, the changc in
environmental quality yields only second-order welfare effects. However, an
increase in pollution
bewsts growth (if environmental amenities cause the private costs
of pollution abatement tu excecd
the positive productivity effects of less pollution). Accordingly,
a marginal increase in pollution
above the level where marginal environmental costs
equal the marginal reduction in abatement
costs boosts welfare: i[ yields a first-order gain as a result
of the growth wedgc but only a second-
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order loss as a result of the environmental wedge.

6 Conclusions
This paper has explored the consequences of an environmental tax reform for economic
growth, pollution and welfare in a second-best framework in which the government has to employ
distortionary taxes to finance public spending. Our analysis uncovered two channels through which
an envirotunental tax reform may yield a double dividend, i.e. not only improve envirotunental
quality but also stimulate economic growth. The first channel, discussed in section 3, is a positive
environmental externality on production associated with the role of the envirotunent as a public
production factor. Previous analyses of the double dividend issue modelled the environment as a
public consumption good rather than as a public production factor. In that case, environmental
policy always implied a net burden on the production sector of the economy as the benefits
channel
accrued only to the household sector. Accordingly, these analyses have ignored this
Mooij (1993) and
through which a double dividend can occur (see, e.g., Bovenberg and De
Bovenberg and van der Ploeg (1993)). However, the role of the environment as a public
the
production factor does not overturn the result derived by Bovenberg and de Mooij (1994) that
some
the
environment
produces
op[imal pollution tax is lower than the Pigovian tax. As long as
the optimal
environmental amenities as a public consumption good, the Pigovian tax exceeds
consumption.
Intuitively,
at
pollution
externalities
on
pollution tax, which internalizes the adverse
due to the
the optimal tax level, the pollution tax reduces growth, thereby worsening distortions
absence of lump-sum taxation.
is a
The second channel through which an environmental tax reforrn may boost growth
prufits. In particular,
shift in the tax burden away from the return on capital accumulation towards
tax
system as a revenue
the
efficiency
of
the
section 4 showed that a pollution tax may improve
channel operates only if
r;iisint; dcvfec hv t;txing aw;ry thc yuasi-rents from pollution. This second
that the base of the pollution tax is
suhstitution between pollution and other inputs is difficult so
more direct ways to tax profits and
inelastic. Moreover, the govenunent should not have access to
decline in the value of the finn.
should not havc to compensate the owners of the firm for the
[he importance of
The rule af the envirunmental tax as a lump-sum lax on rents suggests
the environment. If the property rights are
how environmental policy assigns property rights to
accruc to the owners of the firtns rather than
assigned w polluturs, the quasi-rems from pollution
canno[ txcur if the environmental externality
to the guvernment. Accordingly, a double dividend
in pollution imposes a net cost on the production
in production is relatively small so that a decline
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sector. If the government owns the environment, in contrast, it can use the revenues from
the sale
of this public resource (i.e. the revenues from pollution taxes or the auctioning off of pollution
permits) to cut distortionary taxes. [n this case, a tighter environmental policy implies a capital
loss for profit earners if substitution away from pollution is difficult. Hence, part of the burden of
environmental policy on the production sector is borne by profits rather than the after-tax
return to
investment. If the tax shifting away from the after-tax re[urn towards profits is large ennugh, an
ecological tax reform may enhance growth, even if environmental policy implies a net burden on
the production sector. Similar results were derived by Bovenberg and de
Mooij (1993) and
Bovenberg and van der Ploeg (1993) in a static framework. Bovenberg and de Mooij
showed that
an envirortmental tax reform may boost employment if environmental taxes are allowed to erode
the real value of income transfers. Similarly, Bovenberg and van der Ploeg
(1993) demonstrated
that employment may expand if environmental taxes act as an implicit way to tax
away profits due
to the presence of a fixed factor in production.
This paper shows, however, that, compared to o[her environmental policy instruments
that
do not charge a price for pollution, a pollution tax is not always a more efficient instrument
to cut
pollution. In particular, if substitution between pollution and other inputs is easy, freely issued
pollution permits rather than pollution taxes protect the after-tax return to investment the best.
Intuitively, with easy substitution, the pollution tax is a relatively inefficient device to raise
revenues. In particular, the revenues generated by envirorunental policy instruments
damage the
after-tax return more and protits less than revenues generated by the output tax.
In a second-best world with both environmental distortions and tax distortions,
the optimal
environmental tax typically differs from the Pigovian IeveL In particular, we demonstrated that the
optimal environmental tax may exceed its Pigovian level if the government does not have access to
more direct ways to tax rents. Intuitively, in the absence of an explicit lump-sum
tax on protits,
the pollution tax acts an implicit way to tax rents. The conditions for the optimal
environmental
tax to exceed the Pigovian level are twofold. First, environmental amenities are
unimportant so
that a cut in pollution is relatively cheap in terms of losses in the prrnluctiviiy ~~f
capital. .l'cu~url,
the pollution tax should be rather ineffective in cutting pollution. Ilnder thcsc twn
cundiiirms, ihc
shifting of [he burden of public spending and environmental amenitics tu Ihc
uwners nf ihc lïrni
offsets the costs of additional environmental amenitics, thcrchy ;rllcvialing
thc nct hurdui un
investors. Hence, the after-tax return on invesunent and hcncc growih rise.
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Figure 1: The production structure

Y - fCM,N)JCE)
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Figure 2: Household Instantaneous Utility
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Table I: The model in levels
Firms
Production function
Y - j[m(K,S),n(A,P)]j(E)
whert

n(A,P) - A P'

Firm Value
V - ~De-"dt

(L~)

D - (1-T)Y-(1-T)A -TP-1

(L3)

Dividends

Firm Value per unit of Capital
4 ~

V
K

Investment
I - K

(1.5)

A'-D t1-rK

(1.6)

(1 -Tr) ~ - (1 -T,)

(L7)

(1 - Tr) ~P - Tp

(L8)

(1-Tr)a~ - r

(1.9)

Profits

First Order Conditions

Households
Utility
.
i !
U - j [H(C~G)E41 "t-e~dr
Jo

1 - 1
0

Household Budget Constraint
K-rK- C
9

U.10)

First Order Condition
C - a(r-0)
C

Government
Government Budget Constraint

TrY~ToP-TAfS tG

Environmental Ouality
E - e(P)

Walras Law
Goods market eyuilibrium

Exogenous:
Endogenous:

I- Y- S- G- A- C

T„ TP, S, G, Ko
Y, P, A, V, D, I, W, C, Ty, E, q, r, a

Growth rate
C-1-G-To- V-U-TV
Y
K-S-À
W
Tp- V
D
G
~-Y-K-S-A-C-!
Notution
Y - output

S - public investment
P - pollution
V- value of the firm
C - private consumption

K - capital stuck
A - abatement spending
I- investment in private capital
D - Dividends
G - public consumption

E- quality of the environment .
T, - abatement subsidy

Ty - tax on output
Tp - pollution tax

r - interest rate

~r - growth rate

q- value of the firm per unit of capital

W - profits

Parumetcrs
utility
~- environmental externality parameter in
elasticity
suhstitution
a - intertemporal
consumption
op - substitution elasticity between public- and private
B- pure rate of time preference
~- aH G
goods
household preference parameter for public consumption
aG H

public investment
am - suhstitution elasticity hetween privete capital and

N- n(A,P) and M- m(K,S)
ay - suhstitutiun elasticity between intermediates

( 1.1~)
'

(1.13)

({.14)

(1.15)

Table II: The model in relative chane~s
Output
Y- ós ' Yó ' ayP ~ ~E
Pollution

[1 . a(1 - ar)]p - ó(a~ ~ ar) s - ( 1 -oy)(ro ' T,) ' vy(i - io)
a.(ó
~)

(IL2)

Abatement
a - P } T } v

(IL3)

Rate of return to capital
Y-

ó(a~ -a)s t(1 -oy)n~' or[i' TyJ
Q~(ó ' Q)

(i1.4)

Dividends
sQd -- sji t(1-T) [bs ~ YTa - TY - ayip - er1PJ

([L5)

4
- W - r (1 -o)l
q-19
r-A

(11.6)

sww - s~ t s~i - rskr

(II.7)

Value of the firm

Protits

Growth rate
(I1.8)
Household savings
r
i--~
r-9

QL9)

Household budget constraint
e ' ~ f ~ (1 - v)r
r-rc

(II.10~

(1 -Tr)~r . 7'rY . TD ro ' ~P ' (t -T,)s,T ' ;s,à - seg ~ s,s

(IL 1 I )

Government Budget constraint

Environmental Quality
É - - eP

(II.12)

Goods market equilibrium (Walras Law)
s; i- y- s~ c -.r„ à- ss g- ss s
Capital leners (X) denote levels of a variahle while lower case variables (x) danutc levels as a
ratio of the capital stock (K), i.e. x- XIK

tim x- y, s, a. t~„ d, v, w, i, c. g, and s - X- K.

Elasticiti~

P-

~

aK
Y

e-

c?Y r
~P
-Y-

dYS

aYK

aEP~O
aP E

aS
Y

~ - ajE~O
aE j

Tax~
T

-

'

T

dT,
1-Ta

-

y

dT

d P

Tp - T
r

1-T

har

st - GIY
s, - KIY

T~' -'1',,PIY

s~ - DIY
s, - CIY

- AIY
s, - SIY
s~ - VIY
s,

s,

- IIY

sw - WIY

Relations belween the sharGr:
Dividends

se - (1-f,) - (1-t~.)s.~ -T~,~ - s;

Firm value per unit of capital

q

Profits

sw - s,~ t s, - rs,

Household Budget Constraint

ti, - ~'~~ - ~,ly . s, - s~ .
s; - ns,
s, t sF t"f,s.~ - T~ f l ~.
s,- 1-s,-sk-s,'s,

Defini[ion of investment
Government Budget Constraint
Goods Market Equilibrium

- cl~ -

~ ~`

I t

ó-ay

a

- ( r-n)-tiw9

r
r-~r

-( t-TY)(ó-ay)
(r-~)q - s,ls4

Production etasticities
( 1 - T~ ) y - ( I - T, ) ~'.~
(1-T)ay -Tv
(1 -T )p - rst

Determinant
p'

- a'[[i

t(b

- sy) .(e~ - ay)

- sa] t(t-a")(1-T)(1-Y)(t'a)

Anuendix A: Linearizing the factor demand equations
We log-linearize the model around an initial eyuilibrium. A tilde t-) ahuve a variahle denotes a
relative change unless indicated otherwise.
Stxcification of F
F- f(M,N) is homogenous uf' degree I in M and N. Hence, I IM - I(I,NIM)
where ~- FIM and z- NIM. '1'he tirst urdcr drrivativcs ol' I~ .uc:
dF

-~ ~-~(z)

~~

áN

(nl)

aF - ~ Z~,
áM

(A')

The substitution elasticity between M and N is detined as:

1
aY

d( dF~dN)
dF~dM

N
M

dN
M

dF~dN
dF~dM

-

-Z~"
~
.
~~ ~-z~'

St~ecifiwtion uf M
M- m(K,S) is homogenous of degree 1 in K and S. Hence, MIK - m(I, S~K)
where W- MIK and s- SIK. The tirs[ urder derivatives uf M are
dM
~
-- -W
dS

dM

dK

(A3)

-~

~- u(s)

L14 )

- W -s~'

(AS)

The substitution elasticity between K and S is detined as:
J ( dM~ JS )
I
o,~

dM~dK
dS
K

.S
K
dM~dS
dM~dK

ch"
~~

~
~-s~~

( ~1 riJ

From the definitions of the pruduction elasticities, thc
Cohh-Duu~L~~ ~recitiratiun uf !~' and (A~)
and (AS), we derive:
Y-

dY A-( dF N~( dN .4 ~- dF N~ 1
dA Y
dN F
dA N
dN F

(A7)

dM S
dF M
dY K
dY S
dF M dM K
t --] - -- ~1
p t b - -- t -- - --[-dS M
dM F
dS Y
dM F dK M
dK Y

(AS)

Homogeneity of F and M and using (A7) and (A8) implies:
(A9)

F-y1V -(b-p)M-lV - (b-p)(M -IV]

tif -

(A 10)

p- K t - 8
S
ptb
ptS

where we have used (2. I).
~rciPcatinn of N and Y
The Cohh Douglas specitication fur N implies tiir the relative change in N:
(All)

ld-ÀtaP
Moreover, the externality uf' pullution specified in (I.I ) implie~ tirr the relativ~ change in Y:

(A I')

Y-F } r1É

I ineuririnL mnrcinal fnclor productivil~
Armed with [his set of Jetinitiuns and relalions, we arc ahlr tu lug-lincarize Ihc t:rctur demand
equations (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) for ahatrmcnt, puUutiun and t~qiilal, respcrtivclV. ~~he reletive
change in the marginal pnidu~t nl ;rhatemrnt is drrivcd hy usin~ (A I), (A3) anJ lhr ('ohh Duuglas
specitication of N in the pruductirro (unclion (I.I ):
ndY~dA
dY~dA

ndF~dN
dF~dN

~

É, t ndN~dA
dN~dA

-

(n 13)

- 1(p ~b)[N-M] ~ aP t t)E
ay

The linearized
abatement:

marginal

product u( pullutiun is fi~und

n[dF~dP]j(E)
d1'~dP

ndF~dN
dF~dN

hv using thc same

~ É ~ ndN~dP dN~dP

--1 (p ~ b)[IV - M] a À-(1
0

r~lations as for

(A14)

a)P t r) É

we use (A2).
"Yu d~riw an uxpretisirm liir thr r.~l;divr rh:m~~ in Ih~ m;rrcin;rl pruduct of capital,
pn,Ju~ri„n
lirn~tinn
(I.I):
sp~cilïcaliun
~i(
rh~
(A3). lAS), (AG) :mJ Ihc
4 ndM~dK edY~dK
ndFfdM
dM~dK
dF~dM i ~E
dY~dK
(AIS)
ó Y[N Ml ~

om a a a fs

K] ~ tlE

I,inrarizinL fuctor demand cqualiuns
Using (A 13), we linearize the dcmand liir ahatemcnt (1.7) as:
~-(p ~ ó)(!V-M]
0y

- aP

qE -

7~

T,

(AIGI

From (A14), we arrivc at thc 1'ulluwing linoarizcd dcm:m~l fur li~~llutinn (I.8):
-1((itó)[1V-M]iÁ-(1-a)P.r)É-TP~T.
ar

(A17)

By adding (AI6) and (A17), wc find the fitlluwing relatiun hetwccn ahatement and pullutiun:
Á- P t T t T
r
o

cnls)

Combining (A10) and (AI8), we derive tbr abatement and pullutiun:
- N~
Ita

LL ["I' ~7']
o
V
I~a

(n 19)

P - ~ !J ]ta

~ -f7o t 7àl
lta

(A?0)

A-

Finally, (AIS) and (t9) yield fur the desired demand fiu ca(iital:
~ y[IV-d!] t 1 a[S-!C] t rIÉ-P.T'
ay
o~ ~ . ó
Y

(A'-I)

Now we are able to derive the factor demand eyuatiuns as hrescnt~d in lahle II. I:irst, the ca~ital
market eyuilihrium (IL4) is fitund by substituting (A9), (A10) and (A12) intu (A21) tu ~liminat~
!V, M and F, re,epectively. Second, relatiun (11.2) titr rollutiun i~ finmd hy suhstituting (A
10) and
(All) into (A16) ro eliminate !V and M, and then using (11.4) tu climinate Y. Finally, (11.3) is
eyuivalent with (A18).

Annendix B. The marginal excess burden
This appendix derives the marginal excess burden as a measure for changes in sotial welfare. It
represents a monetary equivalent of welfare changes due to verious policy measures.
Utility is defined in (L 10), where the function H(C,G) is humogenous of degree one. On the
sustainable balanced growth path private- and public consumption gruw at an equal rate, ~r, while
pollution remains constant. Hence, we can rewrite utility as:

U -

~-ó

1.,

(Goh(v)E~)

1

' et~t~

o~-ot~dt

(131)

a
where v- GIC, h- HIC and C„ is the initial consumptiun level. "I'o sulve the integrxl et the
RHS of (Bl), we require [hat n(I - Ila) - d C 0 so that that utility is huundcd. Using (1.12) frum
table I, we rewrite [his conditiun as tiillows:
0- n(1 -~)- r- rz~ 0
0
Solving the integral in ([31) yields the fulluwing expressiun fiir utility:
i

~
"

jC~h(v)E~j

U -

(t - I)(f)-n(1
a

(B3)
~))
o

For uti)ity to remein constant atter a policy shock we need:
dUdC
0- dU dC'

dUdG

dUr1E ,
dE

dG

dUdrz
drz

(D4)

The derivatives at the right hand side of (E34) can be derived hy ditferentiating (f33) with respect
to the respective arguments. This yields:

(BS)
dUdC- [` oh(v)E~,-(1-h,v)C
h
r-n
dC

dUdG - (Coh(v)E~~
r-n
dG

~ ó
hwG
h

i !
`1(IdE - ~C"h(~)Ea)
r-n
dE

o ~È

([36)

'á
aud~ - ~~oh(v)E4)--~`
n
dtr
r- n
r- n

(es)

Substitu[ing (BS), (B6), ( 67) and ( 68) into (B4), wc au riv~ at thc fulluwing ciin~lition:
(1-iV) (C . dZ) . V~G ' ~E .
'r--n - 0
C
r-n

(69)

~- 6w - dH G
h
dG H

(B10)

where:
0

~

~

1

and d~ is the compenseting variation. Rearrenging terms in (69), we dcrive tiir the marginal
excess burden, ~. - d~
C~
~ É1-~r

~ G
I-~r

I
I-~r

n
n
r-n

(BIIJ

We now derive an alternative formulation tiir the excess hurden in (BI I). Suhstitwing 111.1) intu
QL13), we find for consumptiun:
s~(C - ~ - (a -s,)s t (Y -sa)á } (aY -er()P - s~i - s88

(612)

Substituting (612) intu (BI1) to eliminate consumption, we fincL
l-- ~ È1-~
b-ssS
s~

y-saá
s~

~ G1-Qr

I- -n n
1-~ r-n
(BI3)

-

ay-E~P t S'i ~ SgR
s~
,s~
.s~

The coeffïcient for rollutii~n is Iuund hy .tiuhstilulín~ lll 12) iniu tltllf tn -liinin:dc
È'Ihcn wr
use the relations hetwecn the sh~ires in t~ihlc II in icwruc ihc a~cun-irid I~~~
:~h;n~~in..m Ity u.n~;~
(11.8) we can eliminate i . I-in~dly, hy usinb the reLuiuns
hctwcen Ilic sh;irrs ;,nil ~hr dclinilionti ~~I
the elasticities at the end of tahle II we can rewrilc thu ~~~clTicicni li~i gr~~wth
;iti in 12.21.

Apnendix C' Solution of the model
This appendix solves the model oF tnble 11 tiir the cxse that a' - a,~ - a~ and that the g~rvernment
uses Ty to balance its budget (ex post).
By substi[uting Q1.3) and (IL 12) intu (fl.l) we cen write output as:
(CI)

Y'[Y ' aY - erl]P t yT t yt~, t 8s

É xnd impuse ay - am.
Then we subs[itute (CI) in[u (11.4) tu elimin~te y, use (11.12) [u eliminate
This yields:
a~r - [Y tay -ert }(1 -aY)eTl]1' ,

T t yio t Ss - oyT

(C2)

Substitu[ion of (C2) into Q1.2) tu eliminnte i yields the tiill~iwing relatiun frir pullutii~n:

(C3)

9P--a'T -[1-a'-y]T -(1-y)iotbs
where:

(C4)

6- 1-y-ay terl t(1 -a')(a-er)) ~ 0

cunstrnint ( fl.l1), we
By substituting y and it from (CI) nnd ( 11.3) intu the duvernment hudget
find another expression tbr P and T in terms uf the exugenous variables:
[T~- Tso ~ ( Y'ay-eq)T]P t (I-T)T - - [T~-Tsa.TYltv
} [sa-yTY]Tà

(CS)

t [s~-STY]s ~ sgg

Rewriling them
Relations (C3) and (CS) tiirm twu linc:u' cyu~niuns in twu endugenuus vari~ihles.
in matrix notatiun viclds:
~1 - T

o'

T~,

T so ~

TY(y ~ ay

en)

1

T

v

1-y-ay~ert t ( 1 -a')(a -er))
i
v

-( T~ - Tsa )- T y

-(1 -Y)

sa

7Y y

Y -(I -o')

ss - T~ S

s8

S

0

T
s
8

(C6)

Solving this linear system hy inverting the matrix nt thc Iett hnnd side ul (C(r), we find:

~.

~1-y-ayter) f (1-o')(a-En)

- (Ty

ása) - T (Y'ay-eTl)

e'( 'l P

- ~'

I - T~
(C7)

!

-( T~ - T sa )- y 7Y

sa - 7Y y

ss - 7Y b

sg
á

-(1-Y)

Y-(1-o')

d

s

0

lyl
where:

A' - 0'[1 - y -ay .ert -TY-T~ t ásal

~ (t

a')(t -T~)(1

Y)(I `a)

-o'[(i t(d-sf) `(Erl-aY) - s8j f (1-0')(l-7~.)(t

Y)(1ta)

The determinant in (CS) should be peisitive tirr the eyuilihrium tu he st,rhlc
reduced form equations fbr the output tax and pollutiun:
0'Ty - Í1

Y

aY'eq ~(1

o')(a

a')Í7~

(C7) yields thr

eTl)~(.~~~„ ' s~...é ~.rXR)

- [TrtTo-Tsa f TY(1-o')(a-e~l)1(Yf,

-(1

(C8)

(ay . en)t~)

' ds'

7osa ~ Ty(Y' aY r'~1)1[(a

ei))i~,

(C9)

7,~1

A'P - - 0'tp f (1 -0')(1 -7Y)[(1 -y)ai~, - (1 -y)T ~ bs]
(C 10)
' a'[(Y-so) T t (d-s~)s - (ay -en)t~ - sS8]
By substituting (CIO) into (IL3) we tind tbr abatement:
e'a - e'T t (1 -a')(l-7y)[(1 -Y)ato - (1 -y)T ~ dsJ

' Q~[(Y-so) ; - (d-s~)s - (ay -eq)ir - ss81

(cil)

Substituting the reduced tirrm eyuetions tirr p~dluti~rn .~nJ ahatemrni Inun
I('10) ~rnil 1('I I) im~~
QL I), we can derive the reduced tirrm equation fur out~ut.
5ubs[ituting (C3) into (11.2) tu eliminate P, we tind tirr the inter~st
rat~:
9i - -(ay-eq)tp

[1 . a(1

o')j7~,

' [Y'(1-v')enl á } ~ II 'a(I-n')jds
a'

(C 121

Hence, pollution taxes reduce the interest ratc if ay-rq 1 0, while higher outpul taxrs arr alway~
r;nr wr
essociated with a luwcr intcrest ralr. In urJrr tu lind Ihr rriluerJ tnrm lin thr intrrc~t
substitute (C9) into (C12). Atter trdious algehra, we tind:

0'~ - o'Í(Y -sa)T - (aY - er))tp t (b-s,)s - s88]
f (1 -a')(1 -T)aY(atr, - Ta] ~ (1 -o')[a(Y - sa)-(aY - eq)][ T t ty]

(C13)

t (1 -0')(1 ta)(8 - ss)s t ~ (1 -o')(I -T~)ós- (1 -a')(1 t a)sRg
o'
IIL9)). Similarly,
The reduced titrm far the growth ratc is cluscly rclatcd tu (C13) (s~c ( 11.8) and
a reduced form
and
(
11.8).
To
arrive
at
the reduced form for invtÁsunent is derived trom (C13)
for output and
ahatement
and
the
reduced
form~
suhstitute
(
CI
I)
for
equation for consumption, we
investment into the goods market equilibrium (11.13). Finally, the r~duceJ fonn fur the marginal
excess burden can be derived hy suhstituting thc rcdu~ed (urms titt pullution and gruwth, as well
tiir the marginal excess
as the reduced form for ahatement into (2.2). Ii Q- I, the reduced tiirm
burden reduces w (3.8).
Pollution tax~.~s
rate, we derive
In order to gain more insight in the eftects ut pullutiun taxcs un the interest
tur protits:
another expression for P. By suhstituting (II.S) intu (11.7) tu eliminate d, we tincl
sww - (1 -T)[bs ~ YTa - T - aytp - er)P - (3~]

(C14)

T - 0. Suhsti[uting
We cuncentrate un the eft~ects of pullutiun taxcs and assume th~.n s- gwe find the tidlowing
(C9) and (CIO) intu (C14) tu eliminate T and P and rearranging terms,
expression tbr the interest rate:
(1-T)pï-(aY-eq)P

-

(CIS)

sww

The second t~nn represents a
The tirst term at the RHS uf (CIS) reprusents the suhstitutiun ~ÍI'ect.
intu (CIS).
hy
suhstitutinr
(C13)
fitnn
fur
prutïts
is
elerived
shift effect. The reduced

t1'~' -

(aY

E~1)to

óaáY (1

o')IaY

erl ~ arsk]t~

(C16)

suhuitution-etfect (tirst term at the RHS
The etfect ot pullution taxes un protits is detennined hy a
RHS
ut
(C
16)).
ut (C16)) end a shitt etfect (s~~ancl lerm ut the

Appendix D: Pollution Permits
This appendix solves the modcl uf lahle II if [he luvrl uf hulluliun, P, rath~r than the pollution
tax, TP, is an exugenous pulicy variahlc. Purthermure, 'I'~ dcics nut r~presrnt a tax hul the shaduw
price of pollution. Accordingly, the model differs frum table II a~, un the c~nu hand, T~ dues nut
involve costs for firms in the form of tax payments while, un th~ uther h:md, it does not yield
public revenues. In particular, the term TPP disappears frum equatiuns (1.3) and (1.13) in tahle I
for dividends and the government budget constraint, respectivcly. Fur tahle 11 it invulves the
following changes:
Dividends
sad - -s~! ~ (1-T)[bs t Y T- T t(aY - etI)P]

(11.5')

Government budget constraint
(1 - T)T t T Y-(1 - T)saT

t T.sait t sgg t.sss

(II.I I')

Assuming that s- g - T- 0 and "I', - TY, suhslilutiun cd (ILS') inuc (11.7) vi~lds fiir prulits:
sww -

- (1-T)[T - (aY - et1)P t (]i]

(DI)

Substituting (ILI1') into (DI) tu eliminate T, we arrivc tu Ihc li~llc~wing ~xpressiun fur i:
(D~)

(1 -T )a~ - (aY - et))P - sww

Expressiun ( D2) is eyuiv;dent tu (CIS) in appenclix C. Henr~. this rrl;uiunshih hulds, irrrshectivr
whclhrr pullution taxes ur liullutiun prrmitx ar~ adcqilril : cs rm in~nnirnial liuli:y inslrumrnts.

In urder to tind the ruluced li,rm tiir the inwrest ratc, wc suhstitut~ lll. i) inai (II.?) lu rlimin:ur
io. This yields the following relatinn hetween á, i and P.
a'i - a(1 -o~)P ~ ir

(l~;)

By substituting (IL I 1') into (11.4) tu eliminate T and cumhining this result with ( IL I) to ~liminat~
y, we tind another expressiun helwcen ahatement, the int~rest r:ur, ;ind hnlluti~in:
o'(I -T)i - (1 -T)Yá - [(1 -T)(1 - o')aY ' Q~(aY - etl)]P

(D~l)

We now suhstitute á from ( D3) into ( D4) tu arrive at thc rcduccd furm ti~r thc int~rrtit r:u~
r

(I ~Ty 1 (I ~ ~l )

Ï'

The reduced form for gruwth i~ liiund hy mcanti nl (ILíS) and 111.'~t
we derive the reduced form equatíon tbr prutits:
sw w - ~óa(aY - er))P
,

rlt5t
('uuihtninb fUS~ wnh IU?t.
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